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various data co1lecting 1aboratories. It is becoming
progressively more difficu1t and time consuming for individual
scientists to maintain such colleetions and to service
requests for data from other users. There is also a risk that
the essential documentation necessary to qua1ify such data
müy become progrcssively more inaccessib1e.
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SUMMARY

In relating to the problem of the "data explosion" in marine
sciences, an account is given of how a general purpose data
structure was designed and implemented by the Marine Information
and Advisory Service of the U.K. for the storage and retrieval
of seria1 environmental data.

*******

INTRODUCTION

A1though the nlost obvious effect of the "data explosion" in marine
scienees cün be examined simp1y in terms of ·the'sheer rate at
which data are being co11ected, there are a number of associated
problern& that also deserve serious consideration:-

a) To an inereasing extent marine data are required for appli
cations other than those for whieh they were origina11y
col1ected. An'increasing awareness of the problems of marine
pollution and an increasing activity in the exploitation of
offshore resources have contributed significantly to the
secondary usage of data.

b) The n~~er of laboratories col1ecting data is increasing such
that the available data are spread over many more sources than
in the paste

There is an increasing tendency towards the study of the
marine environment on a global scale and an increasing interest
in climatic research. Such trends are likely to increase the
demands for the banking and'exchange of data.

e) Not only are a wider range of data being co11ected but an
increasing demand exists for interre1ating such data in mu1ti
diseip1inary studies.

The'national oeeanographic data centres have a significant ro1e to
p1ay in providing solutions to many of the above problems,
particularly through:

a) the compilation of inventories documenting the existence of
data.

b) the creation, development and maintenanee of appropriate data
banks.

c) the provision of services to ensure that data can be made
readi1y availab1e to secondary users in a form suited to their
needs.

d) the co1laboration with other data centres in the exchange of
data, both at anational and international level.

One must however be wary of banking and exchanging data simply .
because it has been co11ected. Within MIAS for examp1e, all data
are assessed aecording to three basic criteria before they are
considered for banking:- ..

a) The data have been sUbject to an adequate level of qua1ity
contro1 at the data collection stage (encompassing both the
original acquisition of the data and their subsequent
processing in the laboratory) - including the app1ication of
calibration data, the eonversion to oceanographic units, the.
editing out or flagging of erroneous data and the identification
of instrument/recorder.ma1functions.

b) The data are accompanied by an adequate level of documentation
for them to be of va1ue to the secondary user without recourse
to the data originator - where possible, such documentation
shou1d include information not on1y on the known 1imitations
of the data, but also on the manner in whichthey were
col1ected, processed and'quality control1ed.

c) There is an identifiable need or reason for banking the data.
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Data are also asscssed according to thc effort rCq~Cd to load
them onto the data bank relative to thc potentinl vnlue of thc
data for future use. \'ihenever possible, data are not considered
for banking until they have been analyscd or worked up by the
data originator, and prior to banking they are sereened against
the presenee of obviously erroneous values.

Although BIAS has coneentrated Hs initial data banking activities'
on.certain specific types of data (instr~~entally collected wave
data, moored current meter data, sea level data and water bottle
data) it was reeognised at the outset that, as it bee~~e

establishcd, thc data bank would be required to expand to cater
for an ever increasing range of data. It was also recognised that
the potential of the data bank to expand to'rneet these nceds was

. critieally dependent on the design of a suitable data strueture.
The rnanner in which such a structure was developed forms the sub
ject of the attached paper - certain key characteristics of the
strueture are worth not1ng:- .

. a) Integration - all types of data are integrated within the same
strueture without the need to duplicate data in order to
rnaintain irnportant data colleeting relationships - thus a
given ser1es can be associated equally well with other series
from the same projeet, frem the s~~e meoring, at the same
f1xed station, in the $~~e geographie area, of the same type,
etc...

b) Generalised -'it caters for series containing any combination
of measured parameters.

c) Self Doc~enting - all plain language doc~~entation appropriate
. to the data is storeg with the data. -

d) Self-contained Inventory - integrated within the structure is
a readily aecessible inventory s~~~arising the contents·of
the data bank - this is achieved without duplication of data.

e) Capacity for growth - it has considerable capacity for growth,
both in terrn3 of the nur.~er of series it will,hold and the
vol~~e of individual serie5.

f) Flexible - it i5 equally effective in dealing with short series
as it i5 with long series.

The self defining aspects within the strueture have rnuch in corr~on

with the standard international exchange format for oceanographic
data, GF3 - indeed the strueture probably represents the closest
one is likely to get to implementing GF3 within a data banking
enviror.ment.

(The attached paper appeared in 'Data base achievements' edited by
G.J. Baker, Lendon: A.P. Publieations Ltd. and The British
Computer Society 1979. 'l')le author is grateful tothe publishers
for permission to reproduee it). .
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THE MIAS OCEANOGRAPHIC DATABASE - AN INTEGRATED
DATABASE/DATA DICTIONARY SYSTEM

by Meirion T. Jones and Trevor Sankey,
Marine Information and Advisory Service (MIAS), Institute of
Oceanographic Sciences, U. K.

Oce:mographic data is a valuable resource and MIAS has anational responsibility
for banking this data so that it is readily accessible to potential users. The nature
of oceanographic data and the requirements for the National Oceanographic Data
Bank are described. It is shown how a CODASYL type database structure can be
evolved to meet these requirements and to provide a generalized and flexible

, system.

THE ROLE OF MIAS

The Institute of Oceal1ographic Sciences (lOS), a component body of the
Natural Environment Research Council (NERC), undertakes basic research into
the seas and oceans. The Institute works in the fields of physical and chemical
oceanography, deep ocean biology, and marine geology and geophysics. Much of
this work provides essential information for those engaged in practical applications
concerned with the marine environment. For example, lOS studies of storm surges,
are relevant to engineers responsible for flood control, studies of wave character
istics are relevant to the design of offshore platforms or the possible harnessing
ofwa\'e energy, and studies of ocean circulation assist in the development ofsafe
solutions to the problems of waste disposaJ.

The Marine Information and Advisory Service (MIAS) was set up in 1976,'
within lOS, with the aim of making occanographie data, information and advice
readily available to industry, research workers, and loeal central government
departments. There are two aspects to the MIAS Service:

* An Advisory and Enquiry Service which provides information and advice drawn
mainly from scientific knowledge and expertise available within lOS.

*. A Data Banking Service responsible for setting up and operating aNational
Oceanographic Data Bank (NODB), and for providing data and information as
required by the Advisory and Enquiry Service.

MIAS currently handles about 1000 requests per annum.
The Data Banking Service is located in the lOS laboratory at Bidston, Birkenhead

on the same site as the Institute's central computer - a Honeywell 66/20. MIAS
has international responsibilities as the U.K. National Oceanographic Data Centre
and actively exchanges data, under guidelines established by the Intergovernmental.
Oceanographic Commission (IDC) of~ESCO,with other national data centres
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Recording current meter
Lagrangian float track
Fixed W3ve recorder

and with the \Vorld Data Centres. ~HAS is recognized by IOC as the internation31
data centre for instrument311y measured wave d3ta colIeCied on a worldwide basis.

WHY AN NODB IS NEEDED

In the U.K. alone the annual expenditure on oce3nographic rese:mh is measured
in tens of millions of pounds, world\vide the figure is several hundred million
pounds. A significant part of this expenditure arises from the cost of taking
measurements at sea. For example, it costs of the order of 1.:5,000 per day to
operate an ocean going research ship. Despite the !arbe amounts of money ~nd

effort invested in such data collection, the density in time and space of aval!able
data from the oeeans in general remains low. Furthermore, skilled s~ientific t:3ms
and their equipment are a scarce resource, and it is important that what data IS

available is made' accessible to as many users as possible.
Oce:ul0graphic data is valuable not only to the primary user responsible for its

original collection, but also to a wide range of secondary users. These second:uy
users include other scientists, engineers, certification societies, design specialists,
marine survey teams, etc. For example, a scientist undertaking a. statistical s~udy of
the oeean temperature distribution over a particular area may wlsh to combme d3ta
from rn3ny different sources. An engineer building an offshore platform, ~.g..an
oll rig will cesi"n it to withst3nd the wave conditions to be expected dunng ltS
work"i~g life. A~cess to wave data is required to derive the design criteria he will. use.

If m3rine data were acquired by MIAS solely as :lnd when requests were recelved,
Jon a de1ays would be incurred in the servicing of e3ch request. Time is required not
onl~ to 10c3te and acquire the d3ta, but also to check its qU3Iity, to. reduce it to a
common format, and to reconcile different methods of data collectlOn and reduc
tion. Such processes are far better conducted on a routine basis so that when
requests are received they can be serviced both quickly and efficiently. .

Oceanographic measurements are invariably not repeatable. -:- obser:'a~lOns of
dynamic phenomena are irreplaeeable as a reco~d of th~ condltlOns eX1Sll~g at the
time they \vere taken. 1he creation of a centrahzed na~lOn31 ~ce:mogra'pllJ~ data
bank not only improves the availability of data to the mdustnal and sClentlfic ~ser,

but also ensures that the data is prptected for lang term use. Such a bank provldes
a basis for establishing statistkaI properties such as the trends, aver~ges and. extremes
of oce:mographic variables, and should prove invaluable for synoptlc a?d chmatoo

logical studies, whether they be purely descriptive or l:{ased on theore~lcal models.
AIthough a few types of oce:mographic dat3 have been banked na.tlon:!lIy. or

internationally, much dlta still exists in organized bb~rator.y colIectlOns o.r in the
hands of individual researchers. The international manne SClence commumty has
been concerned over a number of years to improve the banki~g an~ exch3n~e of
oceanographic d3ta. lOS has had a longstanding interest in this subJect, partlcul:uly
since 1970 and, in setting up MIAS, has made resourees available to implement
the ideas that had evolved within the Institute. .

THENATUREOFTHEDATA

Initially, MIAS is con::entrating on banking physicJI oceanographic d3ta, and
in par,ticular, instrumentally'measured wave d3ta, moored current meter data and
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Nansen cast temperature, salinity and chemical data. These types of data, like most
other types of oceanographic dlta, havc certain eharacteristics in common, although
a variety of different instruments and experimental techniques may be used in
their collection. Oceanographic data is norm311y collected and stored in the form
of individual data serics, each consisting of an arbitrary number of d3ta cycles and
aseries header containing information associ:lted with the series as a whole. At a
rlgher level the series themselves may be related in various ways. The remainder
of this section explains these concepts in detail.

Series :md Dat:: Cyeles

In most methods of oeeanographic d3ta collection, measurements are taken,
either simultaneously or in r3pid sequence, of a number of different oceanographic
parameters. For example, a recording current meter may at a given instant in time
me3sure current speed, current di~ection and temperature. A Nansen cast bottle
when tripped reverses thermometers to register a temperature value (and possibly
apressure value), and also traps a sampie of water on \vhich s3linity and other
chemical determinations ean be made. An observer may record a number of .
different meteorologieal p3rameters for a given hour, some read from instruments
and others observed visually. In each case the same set of measurements is made
repeatedly at specific intervals in space and/or time. The data collected during one
repetition of the basic measuring sequenee is termed a data cycle; the repetition of
this cyde builds up into what is collective1y termed a data series. .

Each d3ta cyeIe will normally contain one value for each of the p3rameters
samplcd. Most parameters have numeric values. In a given data series, successive
d3ta cydes contain repeated measurements of the same set of parameters. A given
parameter set may apply to many different series, but to describe a1l data series,
many different parameter sets, each one a different combination of measured
parameters, will be needed. The number of different oceanographic parameters
that are measured at present runs into hundreds. In data currently held by MIAS
the number of parameters in individual data cycles ranges from 3 to 14, although
the m3jority of the data is held in data cyeles \\1th no more than 5 parameters.

Examples of data series/data cycles are:

Data Series Typical duta cycle

XBT or MBT dip depth or pressure, temperature
Nansen cast depth~ temperature, salinity, oxygen
STD/CTD cast depth or pressure, temperature, salinity
Surface CTD traverse time, latitude, longitude, temperature, s:ilinity
Geophysical traverse time, latitude, longitude, water depth, total

magnetic field
time. current speed, current direction
time, latitude, longitude
time, significant wave height, mean zero erossing
period

.~he main characteristic of a data series is that it links a set of data cyc1es con
tammg the same set of parameters measured in the.same way. Tltis internal .
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consistency is not only invaluable for studies of the detailed vari:lbility of individual
parameters, but also means that almost a11 the quaIifying information associ3ted
with the aetual data is common to the series as a whole and can therefore be held
baseries header. .

The number of cycles in aseries can vary widcly from less than 10 to more than
1 million. At present, almost a11 MIAS data holdings are in series with less thm
15,000 cycles. In many cases the length of the series is set naturally. For exampIe,
a recording eunent meter is deployed for a given period :md then recovered; the
resulting record constitutes aseries. A Nansen cast us~s a specific number of bottles
at a given oeean station. }'leteorological observJtions may ccasc at the end of a
research cruise. In cases whcre d3t3 is recorded for an inddi.:1.ite period, such as
synoptic observ3tions from a coastallocation or an eil production phtform, the
data is usua!ly split into series either by calendar period (i.e. d3ta for each month
or each year are treated as separate series), or whenever the instrumentation or
method of measurement changes.

V:lriation in Sp:lce and Time

In general, e:lch data cycb contains mcasurements made at a particubr point in
time, at a particular geograppjcallocation, specified by latitude amllongitude, and
at a particehr depth below the sea surfacc (or abovc the sea floor). For a given
type of series, one or more of these space-time coordinates will vary, while the
others stay effectively constant. The varying space-time coordinates form the key
fjelds far the da ta erde or, in scientil1;; parbnce, the independent variables.

For almost a11 series there is a time interval betwecn suceessive data cycles. If
the instrurr.ent movcs in space during the recording of aseries, it is the spacc and
time scales o[ the phcnomena bäng mecsured that determine whether it is spaee
or time or both that are the key variables. For example, if the' time taken to lower
an instrument rccording temperature through thc watcr column is much less than
thc time taken for signif.cant temperature changes to occur in that column, then
the series can be regarded as a snapshot and the time taken to record it c:m be
neglected. Astationary ship may drift wpjlc taking aseries of wave measurements
b the open oeean without movirtg to an area where the wave regime is significantly
different. In this case, the series c:m be ascribed to a fixed position. However, the
same change in position rr.ight be' significant for rr.easurements of a parameter
vaiying with a shorter space scal.::, for example, oceatl depth.

Fig. 1 classifies thc different types of measurement by their space time
characteristics.

Series Methods Examples
Space-Time characteristics

Type
Time Position Depth

Time Instrument Shipborne Wave Varying Fixed Fixed
Series attached to or Recorder

suspended at
constant depth
from a stationary
ship, buoy.
oil rig, etc.

Instrument Moored current
mou nted on or meter.
moared to the sea Offshore tide
floor Gauge

Depth Instrument Nansen cast. Fixed Fixed Varying
Series lowered from eTD probe er

stationary ship, varying
oil rig, etc. .
Free falling Sanford E·M
probe profiler.

XST

Traverse Instrument Sea Surface Fixed Varying • Fixed
Series attached to or Temperature, or

towed at constant Echosounder. varying
depth from moving Gravimeter
ship

Free fl oati n9 Swallow float,
instrument at Drogue
constant depth

3·D Instrument towed Batfish Fixed Varying Varying
Traverse at varying depth cr
Series from moving ship varying

Free floating Fully
instrument at Lagrangian
varying depth float

Figure 1. Spaee-time Variation o[Series Data

- I

Series Headcr Information

The series header consists of the information needed to select, and to present
and L'lterpret, the contents of the data series. This information falls i:1to several
categories.

* Identification
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The institution respon'sible for the collection of the data,
reference numbers assigncd to the series, etc. The type of data

* Loeation in
SpaeejTime

contained in the series, and the type of instrument and instru
ment mounting used, are also included in this category as they
are commonly used to identify series.

The value of each space-time coordinate that is effectively
fixed for the series, and the range of those that vary, i.e. the
key variables.
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* Qualifying
Information

* Associat~d

Infonnation

Documentation of the tr.ethods used to co11ect and process
thc data, and information on any known limitations of the
data. Thc mtt.:re of this information is described in detail in
succeeding sub sections.

Additional parameters may be measured which remain
effcctively eonstant for the series as a whole, e.g. the surface
....ind speed or the wave height may be me:1sured at the time
of a Nansen cast series. Such nlues may need to be stored
with the series although they do not form part of thc data
eycle.

Note that the form and amount of this information vuies from serics to series,
and that numeric parameter values, fixed length alphanumeric eodes :md p!ain
language comments may be includcd. Some of the information may be specific
to a particular serics, while other details may be eommon to a group of series.

Docuzr.entation of methods

Inevitably, the methods of oceanographic data co!lection are tailored to meet
the specific aims of the individual eollector using the resourecs available to him.
Both the aims and resources \:3ry greatly as do the tech;liques of measure:nent,
many of which are still under devclopment. These techniques rarely follow precise
standards. Although the eollector may take the methods he uses for granted and
not formally document them, tris information is essential for the actual data in
the series to have true meaning. Any representation of the data must include this
infortr.ation before it can be regarded as self contained.

The required documentation inc1udes details of the instrument and instrument
mounting used, and the methods of data eollcction (including sampling eharacter
istks), instrument calibration, quality control a..'1d processing (inc1uding flltering,
averaging and compression of d:ita).

Data Quality

There are many potential sources of errer in oceanographic data. Most data is
derived cHher directly or indirectly from some form of instrumentation. Instru
ment:d output will usuaJly require the application of calibration results, and it may
be necess:uy to apply corrections b'ased on the performance of the instrument in
its operating environment. ~lore sevcre data problems due to malfunctioning of
instrument sensors are sometimes encountercd, and problems nuy also occur with
recording systems and their operation, whether they are data logger or mini or
micro computer based. Where data is recorded m:mually, errors are likely both
when the data is first written down and in subseq<.:ent transeription.

The h:mhncss of the ocean environment, and the \ast qUJntities of da!a tlOW

beL'1g colleeted, have accentu:llcd these problems. Instruments must be used with
grcat care if satisfactory performance is to be obtained. Instruments cannot always
be relied on to perform in the same manner in· the real oce:m as they do in tests
under laboratory conditions. Expericnce shows thJt the processing of series to
give clean, correct data is a major task, onc frequently undercstimated..
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Documentation on the known limitations of the dat3 forms :m important
part of the qualifying information associated with the data series. If, for example,
it is known that d3ta values for a p3rticular parameter are suspect due to :m inter
mittent fault in the corresponding sensor, then this fact nccds to be stored with
the d3ta itself.

Distribution of data in Spaee and Time

An oceanographic data bank can never hope to provide a fuH representation of
the aceans themselves in the manner in which a commercial database can, for
example, represent a company's activities. Such a data b3nk would require accurate,
consistent data collected at regular, closely spaced grid points in space and time,
with each oceanographic parameter being measured at as many points as are
necessary to define its variability. Such coverage is not available even for the most
eommonly obsen"ed p:uameters.

There 3re 10gic311y m:my links between individu~ data cycles in differe:1t series.
There is an obvious conneetion between a11 data taken at the same time and
between a11 d3ta taken at the S3me depth or the S3me position. However, due to
the nature of the data and, in p:uticuhr, duc to variations in mcasurement character
istics, such 3ssoci:ltions are often not me:mingful. The series as a whole may be
logically associ:lted if they are recorded over the same time period, at the same
fixed depth, or in the same geographie loeation.

Although the volume of available data is potentially very brge, its density in
space and time is in general extremely low, and its distribution is extremely
irregular. Not only are the series themselves distributed irregularly, but different
series may be based on different s3mpling intervals (in addition to variations in
other measurement or processing eharacteristics) - vertical profiles of oce:m
temperature may have vertical intervcls varying from lmm to lkm, sea surfaee
temperature may be sampled once a second or onee a d:lY. However, within the
irregular distribution of series, there are systematic groupings of data that refleet
the data eolleeting activities of individual org:mizations, platforms, cruises or
experiments. Such groupings are important, in that they usually provide internally
consistent dat3 and thus enable eertain types of information to be derived as
illustratcd in the following examples;·

* Three current meters mounted on the same mooring recording current velocity
simultaneously at three different depths provide information on the eurrent
shear betwcen the different depths.

* Successive wave data series collected at the same fixed station (e.g. an oil rig)
provide information on the variation of wave conditions over a longer period
than would be possible from a single series.

* A line of current meter moorings laid across, for example, the ~orthern North
Sea dl.:ring a given experiment provides information on the total flow of water
into and out of the North Sea through that section and its variation with time.

* Wind and wave data recorded simt.:ltaneously at a given position provide
information on the correbtion of wind and wave conditions.
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Data Quality

Th~ variety of potential problems has already been described. While much of .
the data that ~HAS acquires.has already been cle:med up by its originator, inevitabIy
some errors shp through. It IS part of the data banking task to screen series being
10~~ed to the b:mk for detectable errors, and, where possible, to resolve any problems
ansIng from the data with its originator. It is also necessary to check that sufficient
documentaticn is stored with the data to enable it to be used without recourse to
the originator. •

Data Retrieval

.T~e retrieval of data/information from the data bank in response'to a specific
enqUlry needs to be considered as a three stage process:-

a. Search the data b:mk to ascertain what, if any, data exists to meet the needs of
the end user. As the specifie data required may not exist, it often may be
ne~essary to make a fairly broad search of the contents of the data bank in order
to Id~nhfy that seleetion of available data that is best fitted to the end user's
requuements.

Data Capacity

The s~ace required ,for the ~HAS database is expected to exceed 400 ~Ib during
1980. This dat~b~se wIll cont:un over 100,000 individual series. In the longer
term ~nAS anhclpates a database of the order of 1000 Mb, although the amount of
data that might potentially be included is even greater. .

For most types of data, MIAS holdings will be restricted to those ocean areas
.that are of particular interest to the U.K. However, the MIAS coverage of wave
data will be worldwide, in view of its role as an international centre for this data
type.

Series including a particular parameter, for example, data eon·
taining measurements of dissolved oxygen. In some cases the
same parameter may be measured in more than one way, for
example, wave height may be estimated visu:l1ly or measured
from a wave recorder trace. In these eases a faeiHty is neeced to
retrieve only measurements made in a speeified way.

(space and time) Data are usually required for a particular
geographie area, spedfied by Iatitudc :md 10ngitude limits. They
mayaiso be required for partieular depths md/or times, for
example, for a given depth range below the sea surfaee or above
the sea floor, or for a given date range or season of the year.

* Location

Seleetion Criteria
The required criteria for seleeting data series from the bank fall into a number

of categories.

* Parameter
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b. Selcct the data from the bank according to the eriteria derived in the seareh. This
may either be considered as a physieal extraetion of data or the creation of a
'virtual' nIe.

c. Process and Prcsent the selected data in a form tailored to the needs of the end
user. This may, for examplc, includc some form of statistical summary or
analysis or a graphieal presentation, often in a highly speeialized form. Alterna
tively, if the end user actually requires the cata itself in computer eompatible
form, the selccted serics may nced to be rcformatted onto magnctic tape.

It should be noted that, whiIc many of the enquiries to the data bank will be
answerable using a speeifie number of standard retrieval facilities, there will also be
many enquirics, of an ad-hoe nature, for which the required facilities cannot
necessarily be predicted in advance.

The number of scries in the bank makes it essential that a readily available
inventory of its contents is available for the search process. The inventory should
be held permanently onIine, in order that the iterative process, often done L'1
conjunetion with the end user, of matching the available data to the enquiry can
be eoncluded in a reasonable time. A job turnround time of not more than half
an hour is considered acceptable for invcntory seareh, although the ideal would
be a fully interaetive facility. For the Sel~ct, Process and Present stages a tumround
time of less th:m 24 hours is required. Because of the nature of the seientific data
held by MIAS, some care is needed in interpreting retrievcd valucs. At present,
therefore, it is not intended in general to makc the data area of the bank available
to end users. The real need of m:my of those who seek the aid of MIAS is not for
data but for information; in this respect, the data bank is seen as a resource for
those providing the information service. Access to the data b:mk, whether for
information or actual data, \\111 thercfore nurmally be through a trained inter
mediary rather th:m by the end user hirnself. The value of this approach, recognized
for instance by BENNETT (1977), is that the intermediary beeomes an expert both
at operating the retrieval software and at undcrstanding the capability and potential
of the bank and its contents.

I
I
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Data Representation

~h: last scction outli~ed the mture of the uata and emphasized its diversity.
A Nahoml Oceanograpluc Data Bank system must have facilities to hold both the
data crcle and the series header information economically, yet in a reauily accessible
form. . .

It is important th3t the system is fully generalized. If the system were to be
tailored only to a Iimited number uf data types, thcn any requirement fur banking
further data types would dcmand system modifications, thus diverting scarcc
amlyst and programmer effort from work on system enhancement. A generalized
system on the other hand will be able to input, store and proccss additional data
type~ without changin.g the system. Such a system facilitates multidiscipHn:uy
studles where corrclatlOns are requireu between different types of data. These
advantages outweigh both the effort needed to convert incoming data from a
variety of different representations to the standard generalized form and the over.
heads of generalized processing.

TUE REQUIREMENTS OF AN NODß
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* Grouping Data may be required, for examp1e, from a particu1ar fixed
.station such as an oil rig, from a data activity such as a p:.uticular
cruise of a given ship, or from some other series grouping such as
a particubr research project.

* Attributes - in addition to the use of spac~·time attributes, data series may
need to be selected on the basis of virtual1y any of the attributes
assigned to the series header, e.g. source laboratory or country,
instrument and instrument mounti:1g categories, or data category
(such as spectral wavedata or moored current meter data).

Once specifie series have been selected, it may then be necessary to further
select on the actual parameter values that are cont:lined in the data cycles them
selves, e.g. to select data cyc1es with significlIlt wave height greater than 6 meters
or with sea temperature less th.1n 2.0 deg. C. .. .

THE CHOICE OF DATA STORAGE METHOD

Existing Oceanographic File Formats
A great variety of different formats are currently in use by different r~s~archers

and laboratories for the storage of oceanographie data. Among charactenstlcs that
categorize 'these formats are: . .
* Generality - Some formats are desig:1ed for one specific type of data, for

example, current meter data, while other~ are very ~en~ral. The
generalization is usually achicved by plaClDg a descnptlon of
the data eycle in the series header.

* Sparseness Some fixed formats specify many fields that are only used
occasionally. For example, a format might specify 15 fj~lds in a
data cyc1e of which only 3 or 4 are comm~nly used. This problem
tends to occur with formats originally denved for punched cards.
A similar problem arises in the attempt to specify a comprehensive
series header using precefined fields.

* Storage mode - Some formats use random nIes, others sequential files. So.me
are orientated towards disk storage, others towards magne~lc.
tape. Some store data charact~r by charaeter, others stor: 1t In

binary form. Sone include operating s~stcm .fil~ control mform
ation, others do not. The choice made m deslgmng a. format
depends on the applieation. A machine .dependent b.mary format
offers processing efficiency and convemen~e. For wlde~pread data
exchange, a machine independent sequentlai forn:at SUltable for

. use on industry compatible magnetic tape and usmg a standard
character code is essential.

* Header detail- The amount of ass~ciated information given "aries wid.ely.
Sometimes much of this information is kept sep:l.rately In manu·
script form. Some formats include space for comments, which
may or may not be limited.
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There are problems wüh all nO:1 database fUe formats in a data bank situation.
In a collecting laboratory, the quantity of data is re1:ltive1y small and can be
indexed m:mually. The users are usually f:lIT'iliar with the data, they have a detailed
know1edge of the methods used to collect and process it, o.nd they are like1y to be
aware of its limitations; often they are the people who have worked long hours o.t
sea to do the actual collection. Here fIle based systems work weil. For a data bank,
the quantity of dato. is large and the user may not be aware what däta, if any, exists
to meet his needs. Flexible facilities for selecting and retrieving dato. to meet a
wide range of nceds are required; fIle based systems, whether they are based on
large sequential nIes or on m:my small nIes of any mode, are restrictive. In a data
bank, as data is used without recourse to the originator, it is neeessary to document
the information on collection methods and data !imitations and to integrate it with
the data itself. File based formats are restrictive in this respeet also.

Tbe Choice of:l Network Databse

An evaluation of the techniques and systems available to assist in thc creation
of an NODB was carried out in 1974 as part of the selection exercise for a new
mainframe computer for 105. SampIe data banks were created using six different
database man:tgement systems, and the facilities of each system were analysed. At
that time, it was concluded that the requirement for a fully generalized storage
structure able to support a variety of aecess paths could best be met by a CODASYL
type network database management system. This was one of the factors in the
choke of a Honeywell66/20 maehine with Integrated Data Store/I (I.D-S/I) data-
base software. .

A further study ofthe problem was made in 1976, when MIAS was formed and
there was a need to set up the software for the NODB quickly. To meet the urgent
need to prepare documentation for the database desig.:1 and the system specifieation,
it was decided to seek external assistance and CACI Inc. International, with their
particular experience in database design, were engaged for two short contraets..
This study eonfirmed the decision to use I·D·S/I.

EVOLUTION OF THE DATADASE STRUcrURE

This section describcs the evolution of the structure of the MIAS database. A
tutorial step by step approach is adopted in order to highlight the coneepts LrlVolved.
The approach starts with the individual data fields and the structure needed to hold
the data eycles in a generalized way. Thc coneeptual structure is then extended to
represent, first the series header information, and then the required series groupings.
Finally, the structure actually implemented by MIAS is presented.

Step 1 - Self describing dat:l cycles (fidd level)

In order to store individual numeric p:mmeters witl'Jn a data eyde L'l a general
ized way, some form of cata description is necessary. One conceptually sL-np!e
method is to use self cescribing fields, where each parameter nlue is coupled with
a parameter code to identify it (Fig. 2a). A program retrieving this field can then
interpret the code to determine the parameter to which the nurr.eric value refers.
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0) SELF DESCRIBIt-:G FIELD

PARA."1ETER FÄRAMETER

CODE VALUE

b) SElF DESCR181NG DATA CVCLE - PAIRED CCUPlES

EEJ~B5J~
where PCn =coce tor nth parameter

PVn • value tor nth parcmeter

c) SELF DESCRI81NG DATA SERIES - PAIRED COUPlES

Figure 2. Evolution 0/Record StruClUre - Step 1

0) SELF DESCRI81NG OATA CVCLE - SEPARATED COUPLES

~~~~[S]~~E;J

b) SELF DESCRIBING DATA SERIES - SEPARATED COUPlES

For exampIe, a numeric value of 12.1linked to the parameter code signifying
tempcraturc \\-il1 indicate a temperature value of 12.1.

A numbcr of such self describing fields C:lIl be placed together to form a self
describing data cyc1e, as shown in Fig. 2b. Many such data cyc1es can then be built
up into a data series, as shown in Fig. 2c.

Step 2 - Self describing data cycles (series level)

Thc evolution of the structure can be continued to the stage shown in Fig. 3a,
where the parameter codes are sep:uated from the p:lrameter values, so that the
data cyc1c contains, first the pararn~ter codes in order, followed by the parameter
values in corresponding order. For most oceanographic data, each data cyc1e
within a given data series contains values for the same set of parameters. It is
unnecessary, therefore, to repeat the set of parameter codes in each data cycle and
the series format shown in Fig 3b can be used.

Step 3 - Structured data series

The data series is not complete without its series header information which is
represented at this stage as a single record, as shown in Fig. 4a. As thc set of para-

0) SI~JGlE SELF DESCRIBING DATA SERIES

b) BACHMAN DIAGRAM OF FIG. l.a

Figure 4. Evolution 0/Recprd Structure - Step 3Figure 3. Evolution 0/Record Structure - Step 2

PARAMETER

SERIES

HEADER

DATA CYClE
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Figure 5. Bcchman Data Str.lcture Notation

meter codes is only held onee per series it ean be represented as a set of individual
parameter records each eontaining additional information about a specific para
meter, such as its units and maximum and minimum values.

lt is convenient at this point to introduee the network database eoneept of
aset (alternatively termed a eo·set or eh:lin). A named set type eonsists of an
owner reeord type and one or more member reeord types. An individuJI set
oeeurrence eonsists of one oeeurrence of the owner reeord type and any number
of oceurrenees (including zero) of the member reeord types. A set thus supports
a one to mJny logical re1Jtionship. The order of the member oceurrenees within
the set may be eontrolled and used to earry inforrnation.

The relationship of the records shown in Fig. 4a ean be expressed by two set
types, both owned by the series header record. In the first set type the parameter
reeord is the member type, while in the seeond set type it is the data eyele reeord
that is the member type. As the figure shows, an individual series header is re1ated
to a number of parameters and to a number of data eycles. The order of the data
eyek records within the one set usually maintains the chronologieal order in
which they were recorded. The order of the pJrJmeter reeords within the other
set remains in eorrespondenee with the order of the dJta fjelds in eJeh data cyele
record. For exarnple, if the third parameter reeord in the set deseribes eurrent
direetion, then the third data fjeld in eaeh data eyde record \\i11 contain a value
for current direction. This corre1Jtion ean be used by retrieval programs to identify
partieulJr parJmeters in a given se ries.

Networks of records and sets ean be represented by a shorth:md notation known
as the Bachman diagram whieh is exp!ained in Fig. 5. Note that it is eonvenient to
extend the notation to represent m:my to many re1Jtions as, although these e:mnot
be direetly implemented, they enable the conceptual strueture of the database to
be buHt up condsely. Fig. 4b shows a Bachman diagram for the strueture of Fig. 4a.
For clarity the set names have been omitted from Figs. 4b to 9.

Fig. 4a includes pointers that illustrate one method of implementing sets. EJeh
pointer would be implementcd physically by holding the storage address of the
reeord pointed to in the reeord from which the pointer sterns. It is this exp1idt
mJinten:mce of re1Jtions between reeords thJt enables eomplex r.etwork structures
to be buHt up, giving a flexibility absent from sequential files where the relations
between records are determined irnplicitly by their p1:leement on storage and are
restrieted to hierarehical type struetures.

Step 4 - The Data Diction:uy

The structure of Fig. 4b contains two types of redundancy. On the one ha:ld,
many series eontain the same set of parameters, for example rnany eurrent meter
series contain data eycles eomposed of values for the parameters time, eurrent
speed and eurrent direetion. On the other hand, an individual parameter such as
time or eurrent speed may oecur in a number of different parameter sets. It is
obviously ur.desirable to repeat aU the supplementary information for eaeh para
meter for each parameter set it appears in.

The structure shown in Fig. 6 describes each parameter onee. The par:ll'neter
reeord inch~des the parameter code, the units in which the pJrameter value is

BACRUJ~1 PEPPESE~ITlITH"~1 OP SET TYPE AB

SET TYPE AB f1E?R.ESr::,:,s A 0:;':: 1'0 ~X;1

RELATIO::SHIp BET::::ES PIC01':> TYPES A k';:> B.
FOR EACH OCCCRRE:;;:E CF TIlE O:::;ER RECCR:>
TYFE (AS IS:>ICATE:> B1 THO TAlL OF TI:E
AMOli l.E. Al ':'llERE l'AY IlE ZEIlO, cm: OR
MORE OCCt:nRE~;CES OF 'l"HE vE~·~ER RECOP.::>
TYPE (AS n;DICATED BY ':"I;E POn;T CF THE
ARROW I. E. B). HOI."EVEIl EACH OCCCRRENCE
OF B IS RELATE:> TO OSE ~~O CSLY CNE
CCCIJlUU:SCE OF A.

FCR EAeH oceCRRZNCE CF RECOIlO TYPE A THERE l'AY
BE ZERO, CSE OR MORE RELATEO OCCURRESCES CF
RECCIlO TYP::: B. SIMlLAR:.Y FCR EAeH Oeel:RRENCE
CF RECORD TYPE B THERE l'.lIY BE ZERO, CllE CR
HORE RELATEO OCCURRENCES OF REeCRD TYPE A.

bl ~INGLE SET TYPE cell':"AlSIS:; TWO DIFFEREllT ~.E:~ER RECO~ TYPES

cl TWO SET TYPES SP.lIRIll:; THE SA.u.E Oli:;ER RECOIlO TYPE

dl TWO SET TYPES SP.ARIl1G THE S~.E MZl'oSER RECCRD TYPE

IN AC:>ITIO:; TO REpRESENTIN:; THE eNE TO l'~';Y RELATIONSHIpS, THE BACHl'.lIN
DIAGRk~·CA.~ ALSO BE CSEO TO REPRESE~~ l'~';Y TO ~~~Y RELATIOSSHIPS AS
SHO\iN BELCW,-

Chiner

OCCURRESCE CF SET TYPE AB

-Il.EPRESE);TS OSE SET OCCCRRESCE
WHICH ISCLCOES SIX IlECORD
OCCCRllEt;CES

THE AllCn REPRESE:;TS TRE B::ILOING B:lICK OF CA':"A BASE 5':"RUCTCRES. ':"HE STIlCCTCRE
~\y BE BUILT Cl' VERTICALLY AS ILLCS':"RA':"EO IS al WHlllE A GIVES RECCIlO ':"YPE MAY
APPEAl' AS A l'l:l'oSER RECORO IS CllE SE':" TYPE 1>:;0 A5 ':"HE OW:;ER RECOR:>••IS A.';OTHER
SET TUE. THE S':"RUCTURE l'.lIY ALSO BE BUlL':' CUT LA':"Ep.lI:'LY FOR EXAl'.PLE AS
ILLCS,RATED IS b), cl and dl.
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A) A fix~d format pa:t th~t is independent of the type of data bein stored and
c,onta(Jns fields to Identlfy the series :md to specify its Ioeation i;spaee dnd
tlm.e expresscd as ranges or fL'!:ed coordinates depending on the type of series).

B) Plam bnguage text eontaining the documentation applieable to the series.

C) Ad.ditional data fields eontaining any parameter observations associated with the
senes as a whole, and. also any measurement attributes of the data cyde ara.
mete~s e.g. ~:os~ sectl~nal ~re::: o~ a towed biologieal sampling neL ThesePfields

:a~ro~e~~:ng~~!7h~0~;~~ctJOn WJth those in part A for the subsequent selection

Jhe eontents of ~art Aare stored in the series header reeord itself. However in
pre erenee to reservmg a lot of spaee for optional information within the series'
header reeord, document records are provided within the dat"b"se to a d
parts Band C Thore are two f ~ .. ceommo ate
B) wh' h h Id ~ :ypes 0 document: the n:mative document (for part

. JC. 0 sone or more hnes cf text, and the data document (for part C) which

stored, nominal minimum and maximum values for the parameter, its storage mode
and format, and full and abbreviated versions of the parameter titie for use in data
presentation. The parameters themselves are grouped under subjects, e.g. waves,
currents, winds, in order to provide access to the database by subjecL

Each set of parameters is defined by a parameter set record which is linked to
each of the appropriate parameter records. Note that this is a m:my to many
relationship: each parameter set is linked to many parameters, while each para
meter may be linked to many parameter sets. The order in which the parameter"
records are linked to the parameter set record is again maintained to correspond
with the order of data fields in the data cyde records. Each se ries header record
is then linked to the appropriate parameter set record.

In fact the parameter set reeord is linked, not to the parameter record, but to
a parameter sub group reeord. This supports the requirement, previousIy outlined,
to discriminate between measurements of the same parameter made using funda
mentally different methods. The sub group record includes the code and fuH title

ofthe sub group.
Fig. 6 represents an outline of the data dietionary facility embodied in the MIAS

data bank structure.

Step 5 - Series header and document reeords

The contents of the header of a data series are very much dependent on the type
of data but can generaHy be divided into time parts.
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Step 6 - Grouping of series

Thc strueture is required to maintain the relationship of systematically collected
groups of series. Separate reeord types are incIuded for three elasses of group:

a. Fixed Station - A specific location where many data series are collected as a
result of deliberate planning. Examples are a location to wmch a ship regularly
returns to take measurements, a loeation monitored over a considerable period
by an anchored platform such as a weathership, a light vessel or an oil rig, or a
location where a number of different serics are taken simultaneously over some
period, for example, by a data buoy or a heavily instrumented mooring. A frxed
station is identified by nominal geographie coordinates of either a fixed point
or a small area. How elose a measurement must be-to the nominal position for
the data series to belong to the Hxed station dcpends on the type of data
coIIected and the nature of the surrounding area.

b. Data Activity - An identifiable programme of data collection condueted by a
given laboratory from a specific platform during a limited period of time
typically, but not necessarily, of the order of a month. Examples are the cruise
of a ship or a time month observing period at an oil rig.

c. Project - Any other logical grouping of data, large or small, that it is considered
worth supporting. Both individual data series and the entire data holdings for
fixed stations and data activities may be linked to a project. A particular use of
the project record is to link together data from large scale experiments that
cover more than one platform, laboratory :md/or time period.

The representation of these groupings involves many to many relationships
between series and frxed stations, data activities or projects, :lI1d also between
Hxed stations or data activities and projects as shown in Fig. 8. .

e
consists of a group of self dcscribing couples each consisting of a parameter code
foIIowed by a parameter valuc.

Each docllment may contain one or more rccords. The frrst record in each is a
cale record th:lt m:lY be accessed directly using the document reference as a key.
lf nccess:uy, this record m:lY bc extended by linking to it a set of extension records.
Eaeh record (c:llc or extension) holds one line of text or six self describing eouples.
The self describing couples use the s:lme p:lrameter codes 'as those used to describe
d:!ta cyde fJelds. It foIIows that a fuH description of each parameter ean be
obtained by directly accessing the appropriate parameter record.

Both n:mative and data documents are refereneed from the series header record
bya set of series document reference records (Fig. 7), each holding the key of a
doeument and a fbg for the elass of information contained in the document (dis
tinguishing, for example, data quality warnings from assoeiJted environmental data).
Eachdocument can be referenced by one or many serics headers.

A limited extension facility is provided for certain other records in the database,
namcly project, data activity, fixed station, geographic area, parameter, parameter
sub group, parameter set and sub series header records, by reserving frelds in each
record to hold the reference number of one docu.ment of each type.III
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Step 7 - Structure entry points for data access
In the structure so far derived, entry points to the database are provided

through the subject, parameter, parameter set, projeet, data activity, fixed
station and series header records. All these records are defined as calc records and
can bc acccssed dircctly by specifying the approprbtc identifier. Entry by geo·
graphie coordinates is also required and this is supported by intr.odu~ing geographie_
area, ten degree square and one degree square reeords as shown m Fig. 8. Geo·
graphie seleetion ean be specified directly as latitude and longitude values or ranges,
with data aeeess provided through the ten and one degree square records. Altern·
atively, n:tmed geographie areas (e.g. the CeHic sea), defined in ter:ns of t~n and
one degree squares, ean be aecessed. Overlapping of defmed areas IS permltted but
there is no provision to subdivide one degree squares. . .

Eaeh data series is norma11y linked to a11 the one degree squares for whleh 1t
eontains data. Time and depth series taken at a fixed position \\'i11 of course be
linked to only a single one degree square, while traverse senes may be linked to many.

Step 8 - Series subsetting
In order to facilitate aeeess to, and indexing of, data in long data series the

eoncept of the sub series is introdueed. The sub series is the smallest grouping in
.which the aetual data cyeIes ean be aceesscd. The sub series header rceord aets as
an index record for a group of data cyc1es and contains only the logical r7~erenee
to where the group is stored and eertain indexing information. The dcfim:lOn of
sub series is very flexible, but the normal praetice is to start a new sub senes eaeh
time eHher the month or one degree square of observation ehanges at the data
cyc1e level. This enables data to be selceted fro~ a given one ~egrce square b.y
month cf observation, by first seleeting data senes headers w1th the ap~ropnate
space-time ranges and then eheeking the index variables in eaeh subordmate sub
series reeord for the required combination.

Step 9 - Offline data cyc1e storage
In the strueture of Fig. 8 the aetual data eyeles constitute a high proportion of

the tot:tl storage requircment ofthe data bank. Moreovcr, the data c.yc1es from any
particulJr series will, in general, be aecessed by only a small prop.or~lOn of the .
total number of enquiries answered [rom the databank. The prchmmary' ~uestlOn
as to what data is available to meet an enquiry can usually be answered wlthout any
referenee to the actual data cycles. Indeed, the strueture down to sub series header
level provides an inbuilt inventory of what data is available in the bank.

, It is therefore eonvenient to separate the physical storage of the data eyc1cs
from that of the rest of the strueture. The data cyc1es for a given data se ries are
linked sequentially to a sub series entry reeord. The sub series entry record is
reached by cale aeeess using the series and sub series referenee numbers as keys.
The link between sub series header and the corresponding sub series entry record
isthus a logicalone as symbolized by the dotted line in Fig. 8. To allow storage.of
data eyeles in a number of database realms (areas in I·D-S/I) the realm number lS

also held in the sub senes header record.
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This strueture allows the header information for a11 series to be held permanently
on·line. 1I0wever, only the data cyclc rcalms containing the data cycles required to
answer the current enquiry need be loaded. lt follows that the data cycle realms
may be stored on removcable disk paeks and that their total volume is not limited
by the disk drive capacity of the computer system being used.

Step 10 - The finished sh'.'Icture

The aetual data bank strueture implemented by MIAS is shown in Fig. 9.
Essentially the structure is the same as that of Fig. .8 exeept that:

a. Unker reeords have been introduced to support the many to many relationships
of Fig. 8. .

b. Six different data cyc1e records are defmed to hold different numbers of para
meters in tlie range 3 to 14- only one of these is used for any given data series.
Additional data cycle records may be added :lS and when data cyc1es with more
than 14 parameters are to be stored.

e. Primary rccords havc been added to a110w sequential aceess to most of the major
acccss entities on the data bank. Sequential aeeess to all ten degree squares is
providcd within the strueture by defining a geographie area "World" to which a11
ten degree square records are linked.

Developments a. and b. above were introduced in order that the structure eould
be implcmented using the facilities available in J-D-S/I. Codasyl type datab:lses do
not support m:my to m:my relationships direet1y, and variable length records are
not supported by the J-D-S/I Dß~IS used by MIAS.

H should be noted that each individual parameter v:uue within a data eyde
record has associated with it a one eharacter flag for the purpose of qualifying the
value, e.g. to flag that the parameter value is suspeet or to flag that it is missing
from that partieular data cyc1e. This faeility enables serie.>, where one parameter is
sampled less frequently th:m other parameters, to be expressed in the form of
unstructured data cyc1es, e.g. if a given parameter is only measured in alternate
data cyc1es, then its value in every other cyde is flagged as absent.

DISCUSSlüN O~ THE STRUCTURE

Properties of the Structure

The strueture exhibits three properties that are fundamental to the development
and mainten.:mee of an effeetive NODß:

Generalized and flexible - the strueture is just as applicable to wave data as it is to
current data, or to sea level data, or indeed to any scries of marine or other environ
~ental data that can be expressed in terms of unstructured data eyc1es eaeh contain
mg values for the same set of parameters. The strueture provides full generality at
the data eyeIe level, and sufficient flexibility is provided at the series header level
through the use of narrative and data documents, to ensure tnat full qualification'
and documentation of the data can be stored as p.:nt of the data series. Thc document
records also allow useful flexibility to be provided at other points in the structurc.
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Implementation Aspects

The current implementation uses I-D-S/I. Run time access from batch Fortran
programs is provided using an Interface written by Honeywell according to lOS 0

specifications.
Honeywell now market l-D-S/ll as part of the ASCII based DM IV data manage

ment packagc. This system is a Codasyl implementation and now includes embedded .
Fortran DML f2cilities. lOS may convert to this produC: in the longer term when
a dear reason for doing so emerges. At present, the additional costs of conversion,
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The Structure in Practice

The structure described is that in use sinee the summer of 1978. This differs
only in one major \vay from the first complete database description which was
produced in November 1976. The problem in the earlier versions was the geographie
aecess path which was linked in at the sub series level. This caused some anomalies
which the curr.ent structure resolves.

Some aspeets of the structure are more weIl prove'n than others. The basic repre
sentation of series and sub series has provcd very sound, and the data dictionary
portion of the structure works weH. The structure for access by geographie postion
is also effective in its revised form, and the narrative document facility has been
found most useful. Features attracting less use have been the facility to group ten
and one degree squares into geographic areas, and the data documents which are
somewhat cumbersome for heavy use with thcir self describing data fjelds. The
worth of data activity, fixed station and project records is awaiting evaluation, as
they have not yet becn used extensively.

It should be noted that the techniques uscd in trus structure are not limited to
a scientific situation, but might usefully be applied in normal commercial data
processing.

Integrated - In addition to their rebtionships to oceanographie disciplines and to
geographie arcas, scrics may b~ relatcd in thc projeet, eruise or fjxed station groups
in which thcy wele colkdcu. Many Jifferent vicwpoinls are lhus inlcgralcd wilhin
the same system. The bank isjust as mueh a wave databank as, for example, it is a
data bank eontaining wind, wave and eurrent data from an oil rig in the North Sea,
and a l11ultidisciplinary uata bank for the Celtic Sea. This integration is aehieved
with minimal redundaney.

lnbuilt IIII'Cll tory - Thc portion of the structure down to the sub series header
level, that provides an inventory of the contents of the data bank, is stored as a
single intcgrated area independently of the data eycles themselves. This enables a11
data selections (exeept those based on the value of particular parameters in the
data cyde records) to be fuHy resolved without requiring aceess to any of the data
eycle areas. This is extremely important beeause, in the formulation of any enquiry
to the data b:!nk, it is essential first to aseertain what data is available to prO'ldde an
answer. OrJy then ean it be dccided what data should be selected and how it ca.,
best be processed and presented to meet the needs of the enquirer.

The authors are not aware of any similar system using a Codasyl database.
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software charges and the extra machine resources needed outweigh other consider
ations. An I·D·S/ II version of the databasc would bc vcry simibr in concept to .
the present one. In detail both the disk format and the Fortran m,lL are different;
conversion would require both program ch:mges :md an unload, reform:!t, reload
operation on the data bank, equivalent to a considcrable restructuring.

Restructuring of the data may become necessary in the future for a number of
reasons:

* The inventory area of the base is overloaded.

* A da!a area becomes fuH and must be split or enlarged.

* A change in the data bank structure is needed.

The solution used will depend on the problem. \Vhile data volumes are smalI,
data will simply be rcloaded. This will soon become impossible, because of the
data volume, and tailored restructuring programs will have to be written. Restructur
ing is made much easier by the time seales of the application. Provided the current
version of the bank is avaiJable to meet enquiries, updating could be stoppcd for up
to a month while a restructured version of the bank is being prepared. In emergency,
an even longer break in updating could be toler:lted.

The use of a DBMS has not caused performance problems. Databa:lk retrieval
forms a very small part of the machine load and convcniencc is more important
than effidency. By permitting only weH trained users to access the bank, it is hoped

. to minimize the problem of queries that consume excessive computer resources.
Many of the databank records include counts of the series or cycles stored subordin·
ate to them so that it will be possible to ascertain the approximate time and cost
for retrieval and presentation for a given query before the data is actuaHy accessed•.
It must be remembered that at present the system is not a real time one. The
provision of multiple access paths means that the amount of sequent:al processing
is kept small and this compensates for the DmlS ov~rheads. Character 1/0 in
Fortran is notoriously slow an.d the use of I-D·S with the Fortran interface avoids
this bottleneck. For serh~s containing targe numbers of data cycles a facility is
planned to hold the cyc1es on sequential files on either disk or magnetic tape, and
to reference them throug..'l an index record in the inventory :uea of the database.

Using tlle Structure

The software components of the system being built by MlAS using the data
bank structure of Fig. 9 fall into time generalareas. The Conversion domain
,covers all data handling from whcn data is first received until the data is ready for
loading to the database, including all data screening. The Load domain is responsible
for actually 10ading data onto the bank :md for all DBA functions, including data
security. The Retrieval domain covers selection and retrieval of data from the data
bank and subsequent proccssing and presentation.

So far the investment in developing the software system has amounted to
approximate1y five people for aperiod of two years :l.'ld effort is continuing at
this level.
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a. Com'ersion
In the early stages ofbuilding the NODB it is essential to concentrate on acquir·

ing suffich~nt data of geod quality to providc an effective base from which to senice
user enquiries. Accordingly, much effort in MIAS has been devoted to the Con·
version domain, both for software devclopment :md for operational data handling.
Currently over half of the staff effort in the MlAS Data Banking Service is being
applied in this area. '\1ille j}e conversion system is designed so that the later stages
of the processing use common software for a11 types of data, the initial stages must
be modified for each format in whieh data is received and screening methods also
vary ....ith the data type. .

b. Loading
Only one person is currently working in this area both operating and extending

the system as the rcquirements are relatively stable.

c. Rctrieral
To give flexibility and to reduce main memory requirements the retrieval function .

is dividcd into several stages.
The first stage, whieh may bc required on its own, is to determine what d:lta

series are avai1:lble to meet the needs of a specific enquiry. The criteria for se1ection
are expressed prim:uily in terms of the access paths provided - series, parameter,
location and serj(~s grouping. Selection can also be made on the fIXed fields of the
se ries hcader. This stage uscs only the inventory portion of the data bank. WhiJe
the quantity of data loaded is small rebtively litde effort has been devoted to t1'Js
stage. Considerable further effort is being planned.

In the second stage, for which the required data areas must be on Hne, actual
data is retrieved from the series on fhe bank to meet the data selection criertia
whieh specify, within each of the data series, the information required. Retrieval
can be limited to named parameters - for examp!c only depth and temperature .
may be required from aseries also containing salinity and oxygen valucs. Particu1:rr
value ranges of one parameter can be selected, for example, wave height values can
bc selected from aseries for the known time interval when a storm occurred.

For the third stage, processing and prescntation, a brge suite of presentation
software is availablc, develop~d from existing lOS software. This interfaces to
the database retrieval stage via an intermediate file format, PXF, which is also used
by the Conversion domain as the initial format into whieh data is converted. An
adva~tage of a generalized system is that the processinci and presentation can be
apphcd to any suitable type of data. An X·Y display can be plottea for any two
fields using a single program, as all the parameter details are obtained from the
data dictionary. In practice, the user requires the presentations that are customary
for the type of data he is looking a1. Hcnce new types of data will often require
the devclopment of additional presentations.

Comparison ....ith Commercial Database Applications

. The data :malysis and thc database design for the MIAS data bank show a .
number ofcharacteristies not commonly found L'l business database applications.
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Two primary eharacteristics are:

* Non-Iur~tional dara - In the commereial world the data being modelIed is
usually directIy related to the administration of the operations of some part of
an organization. This means that the database is volatile with a large volume of
both updating and retrieval, on a daily basis for the main applieations. The
MIAS data bank is non-volatile; onee d:lta is loaded to the bank it usually remains
there indefmitely.

* Gcneralizatioll - The ?lIAS data bank is required to support a variety of incom·
ing data types and of retrieval access paths. To meet this goal, the data struetures
and aecess paths are mapped into a generalized format at an appropriate level of
abstraction. While this happens to some extent in commercial databases, in
general the level of abstraction is lower.

Some further characteristics stern from these two. In a commerical entcrprise .
there is little problem in defining the limits of the data relevant to the organization;
in science, organizational boundarics are ofless signific:mce as data collected by
different groups or organizations, possibly in different countries mJy be elosely
related through a common project or a common area ofinterest. In other cases,
different sets of data collected by the SJme group may have minimJl seientifie
relationships. These patterns of relationships blur the norm:ll distinction between
global and loeal dJta models.

In the last few years, increasing empbsis hJS been given, in the design of
eommereial re:ll·time applications, to the detailed tuning of databJse structures
on the basis of transaction volumes. The generalized nature of the access require
ments for a scientific d:lta bank prevents this approach. The access paths thJt mJy
be required are limited'only by the nature of the data. While the most common
aecess paths are known from previous experience, the use of other paths is not
predictable. In science, a problem can only, :md will only, be studied when the
tool to measure it becomes feJsible with the technology aV:li1:lble. It follows tl1:lt
the pattern of usage of dat:l access p:lths will depend on the p:lttern of provision,
and the d:lta bank designer has to choose a suitable eompromise between user
freedom and implement:ltion expense.

Compromise is also needcd in the choice of the level of abstraction. If T;1any
specifie entities are supported, then the relationships between tllem will become
tangled; if the entities are made very general, more mapping informJtion is needed
to interpret them. The same choice is needed at attribute (field) level. In the MIAS
data bank structure, the series header, the data cycles and the document records
are generalized entities, but, for dJta groupings, the· more specific entities, project.
data activity and fixed st:ltion, are used. A virtue of generalization is that a general
ized structure can be applied to meet needs that were not envisaged when the
structure was designed.

It may be argued that the differences described are differences of degrce rather
than of substance; nonethcIess their eombined effect is to make the design of a
scientific data bank a distinctive task. TAGG (1978), in discussing the data analysis
aud database design for a quite different scientific data banking application, isolated
similar conclusions.
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The Future

The present version of the data bank is restricted to the storage of series con
taining unstructured data cyc1es, Le. data cycles that do not themselves eontain
repeating groups. However, in time series containing, for example, three hourly
one dimensional or directional wave spectra, eaeh individual data eycle will in fact
contain aseries of spectral estimates, and each spectral estimate may itself exhibit
the properties of a data eycle \\oithin the main data cyde. Furt1)er development of
the data bank structure is planned to permit the storage of such structured data
eycIes.

Parameter descriptions in the data dictionary part of the present structure apply
only to fields storcd at data eycle level and to fields in data document reeords.
In future it is probable that the dcscription will be extended to flXed fields in the
series header, location and data grouping records. This \\dll enable a program
retrieving a predefined field, such as "latitude" from aseries header record, to be
given a fuH set of attributes for that field for use by generalized processing programs.
Provision of this faeility will allow the retrieval of."virtual series", series in which
each eyele is made up partly ofheader data and partly of cycle information. For
example, to produce a temperature eontour map at a particular level from a nu~ber
of depth series of temperature, aseries must be produ::ed eomposed of the p~sltlon

from the header of each serics and the temperature value from the datacycle m
that series containing thc specified depth value. (In practice, different series will
eollect data at different depth horizons and most will not have data exactly at the
required depth. It follows that an interpolation would be required to derive the
required temperature value.) .

The inclusion of flXed field attributes v,ill be a valuable extension to the self
describing nature of thc MIAS data bank structl;lre.
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